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Item No: 03 
Application No.  
Site No. 

S.17/2042/FUL 
PP-06350319 

Site Address  Old Vicarage Nursing Home, Vicarage Lane, Frampton On Severn, 
Gloucester 
 

Town/Parish  Frampton On Severn Parish Council 
 

Grid Reference  374634,206954 
 

Application Type  Full Planning Application  
 

Proposal  19 en-suite bedrooms and shared facilities connecting with the existing 
building 
 

Recommendation  Permission 
Call in Request  Councillor Stephen Davies 
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Applicant’s 
Details 

Mr & Mrs Butt 
Genie Care, Unit 4, Falconsgate, Dean Road, Yate , BS37 5NH 
 

Agent’s Details  Noma Architects 
14 Guinea Street, Redcliffe, Bristol, BS1 6SX,  

Case Officer  Rachel Brown 
 

Application 
Validated 

13.09.2017 

 CONSULTEES 
Comments  
Received  

Parish / Town 
Development Coordination (E) 
 

Constraints   Affecting the Setting of a Cons Area     
Conservation Area     
Within 50m of existing cycle track (LP)     
Flood Zone 2     
Flood Zone 3     
Frampton on Severn Parish Council     
SAC SPA 7700m buffer     
Settlement Boundaries (LP)     
 

 OFFICER’S REPORT 
 
MAIN ISSUES 
o Design and appearance 
o Residential Amenity 
o Highways 
o Ecology 
o Heritage Assets 
 
DESCRIPTION OF SITE 
The site is located in the village of Frampton on Severn, outside but adjacent to the 
designated Conservation Area.  The site is occupied by a substantial stone, detached 
building, set within ample amenity space.  The site is surrounded by mature trees and shrub.   
It is currently used as a residential care home (Class C2 of The Use Classes Order).  The 
site is accessed from the corner of the junction of Vicarage Lane with The Street. 
 
The site is not affected by any sensitive landscape designation.  The existing building and the 
extension would be outside of the flood zone 2 or 3. 
 
PROPOSAL  
The proposal is for an extension to the Old Vicarage Care home to provide 19 en-suite 
bedrooms and shared facilities connecting with the existing building.  The proposed 
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extension would provide new en-suite nursing bedrooms specifically designed for residents 
with dementia, together with new shared facilities connecting with the existing building. 
 
REVISED DETAILS  
Revised plans submitted in response to highway comments. 
 
MATERIALS  
Walls: Render/stone plinth  
Roof: Fibre cement slates/single ply membrane 
 
REPRESENTATIONS 
Statutory Consultees :  
 
HIGHWAYS - No highway objection subject to conditions 
 
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION MANAGER - No objections subject to conditions 
 
GCER - advise protected species have been recorded within the vicinity of the site. 
 
Public :  
FRAMPTON ON SEVERN PARISH COUNCIL - Resolved not to support the application.  
Concerns relate to poor access visibility; insufficient vehicle turning and parking space within 
the site for normal access and for that of emergency services.  In response to the revised 
plans the Parish Council continue to have concerns relating to emergency vehicle access to 
the site and visibility splays.  A further response from the Parish Council requested the 
application be brought before the DCC.  The reasons for concern relate to emergency vehicle 
access to the site and the visibility splays. Whilst amendments have been made the Parish 
Councillors request that DCC carry out a site visit to satisfy themselves that the amendments 
will significantly reduce the vehicle hazard at the exit of the property. 
 
3 Objections received on the grounds of: 
 
o Dangerous access/junction 
o Increase traffic/vehicles accessing the site 
o Poor visibility 
o Large vehicles leaving site have to reverse up the drive 
o Problems for emergency vehicles entering and leaving the site 
o Insufficient car parking and turning space 
o Cars parked on the road cause obstruction for emergency vehicles accessing the site 
o Creating a small hospital 
o Scale of development out of character with quiet residential area 
 
In addition an Objection has been received from a Parish Councillor.  The Councillor has 
concerns regarding the access to the site and junction issues as a result of motorists cutting 
across the Vicarage Lane exit to access the Old Vicarage and requests new road markings 
or another traffic solution. 
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8 Comments received in relation to: 
 
o Preservation of surrounding trees 
o Access to the site 
o Parking on the driveway 
o Parked cars on Vicarage lane causing obstruction 
o Traffic during building works 
o Access to the Nursing Home for emergency services 
o Drainage/sewer problems in the village 
o Increase in traffic 
o Enhanced junction would make access safer 
o Lack of thought given to access 
o Improvements needed to the junction to stop motorists cutting across Vicarage Lane 

to access the site 
 
NATIONAL AND LOCAL PLANNING POLICIES  
National Planning Policy Framework. 
Available to view at: 
http://www.communities.gov.uk/documents/planningandbuilding/pdf/2116950.pdf 
 
Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990  Section 72(1).  
 
Stroud District Local Plan. 
Policies together with the preamble text and associated supplementary planning documents 
are available to view on the Councils website: 
https://www.stroud.gov.uk/media/1455/stroud-district-local-plan_november-2015_low-res_for-
web.pdf 
 
Local Plan policies considered for this application include: 
 
CP1 - Presumption in favour of sustainable development. 
CP3 - Settlement Hierarchy. 
CP11 - New employment development  
CP14 - High quality sustainable development. 
 
ES1 - Sustainable construction and design 
ES3 - Maintaining quality of life within our environmental limits. 
ES4 - Water resources, quality and flood risk. 
ES6 - Providing for biodiversity and geodiversity. 
ES8 - Trees, hedgerows and woodlands. 
ES10 - Valuing our historic environment and assets. 
ES12 - Better design of places. 
EI12 - Promoting transport choice and accessibility 
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PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS  
DESIGN/APPEARANCE/IMPACT ON THE AREA   
There is a significant growth in the ageing population together with a general need for 
accommodation for the elderly throughout the region.  It is proposed to construct a relatively 
modern extension to the south of the site whilst also creating an enclosed courtyard that 
would be surrounded by the proposed two storey accommodation.  The extension has been 
designed to provide on the ground floor a 9-bedroom dementia care wing with access to a 
secure landscape courtyard, which will provide enclosed exterior space to the care home.  
The 9 No. First floor bedrooms will provide close are dementia bedrooms with access to 
lounge and day space overlooking the courtyard garden. 
 
It would result a very substantial element of built form on the site but a reasonable separation 
to surrounding properties would be retained, as would sufficient space for amenity and other 
necessary ancillary uses.  The building has been appropriately designed so as not to 
compete with the existing building or its wider setting.  The roof form has been designed as a 
series of separated pitched and flat roof structure to reduce the scale and massing.  The 
materials proposed would match the existing. 
 
The site is set back from passing highways, and the extension would be largely screened 
from public view.  As a result it does not affect the character or setting of the Conservation 
Area, or views into and out of the area, and there are no important existing features that 
would be affected.   
 
RESIDENTIAL AMENITY   
There are substantial boundary treatments of the sites boundary with adjoining residential 
properties.  The layout has been designed so that the development is a minimum of 25 
metres from the positions of neighbour's dwellings, complying with the requirements of the 
Council's Residential Design Guide and no undue effect would occur to privacy.  Again due to 
the distance and the proposed two storey nature of the proposal, it would have no significant 
effect by loss of light or have an overbearing effect on neighbouring occupiers. 
 
HIGHWAYS 
The application is for 19 en-suite bedrooms and associated shared facilities connected to the 
existing 34 bedroom nursing home. The application includes reconfiguration of the existing 
nursing home resulting in the loss of 1 existing room therefore resulting in 18 net additional 
rooms. The proposed and existing site access is via a driveway access off Vicarage Lane 
adjacent to its junction with The Street linking to the wider highway network. 
 
There have been a number of objections which are noted related to issues with the 
expansion of the care home and additional vehicle trips and associated use of the existing 
access and issues with its relationship with the Vicarage Lane/The Street junction, parking 
impact and highway safety. It is further noted there has been mention of collisions and near 
misses associated with vehicles currently accessing the site and highway uses around the 
Vicarage Lane/The Street junction. 
 
The local highway authority have confirmed that a check of the collision database of recorded 
collisions mentions no collisions within the past 5 years with the last recorded collision slightly 
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south of the junction on the 5th September 2009 when a vehicle reversing out of a driveway 
hit a pedestrian which was attributed to the driver error failing to look properly and the 
pedestrian failing to judge the vehicles path or speed not road layout.  The objections 
referring to more recent collisions and near misses related to site vehicles and road users at 
The Street/Vicarage Lane junction and the site access onto Vicarage Lane junction are noted 
as associated with the existing junction and highway layout and traffic.  The objections 
appear to state these collisions are generally as a result of site vehicles driving across the 
entrance of Vicarage Lane without giving way suggesting driver error.  No evidence has been 
submitted confirming the details of these collisions and near misses in the objection 
comments; however it is observed the existing site access has restricted visibility located on 
the southern Vicarage Lane junction radii onto The Street shared with the existing adjacent 
dwelling. 
 
The proposed expansion of the existing care home providing 19 additional en-suite bedrooms 
and shared facilities will be expected to result in an estimated intensification in potential 
vehicle and non-vehicular user trips. Technical Note 2 submitted confirms that there will be 
an increase in staff and assumed vehicle trips in point 1, however this only states 'an 
increase in staff of 2-3 likely to be local domestic staff therefore assume 1 new staff vehicle 
trip per day plus 1 visitor vehicle trip a day.'  This is not accounting for increases in visitors 
and staff potentially not local which could increase additional vehicle trips further and is 
contrary to Technical Note 1 as per paragraph 1.5 point iii where Technical Note 1 states 
75% of staff drive for 3 additional staff this would be expected to be at least 2 new staff trips 
(4-two-way) and 2 additional parking space demand plus any associated with additional 
visitors, servicing or occupants.  A TRICS analysis has therefore been undertaken using 
other similar sites illustrates an estimated additional 1-2 vehicle trips could occur during the 
AM and PM network peak hours respectively with the peak nursing home use trips of 2-3 
two-way trips expected between 2pm and 3pm.  This would not be considered to be a 
significant increase in trips on the adjacent highway network than currently occurs. 
 
However the estimated increase in vehicle trips would be a potential increase in vehicle trips 
using the site access, therefore available visibility splays were sought based on 85th 
percentile wet weather adjusted vehicle speeds approaching the access and junction from 
Vicarage Lane and north and south on The Street.  Based on the recorded speeds 
approaching the junction it was clear that the existing site access had insufficient emerging 
visibility splays with access directly onto an historic extra wide southern radii of Vicarage 
Lane before The Street give-way line markings.  The required emerging 85th percentile wet 
weather adjusted visibility from the site access based on recorded speeds from the Vicarage 
Lane to the site access before The Street junction is 14m to oncoming vehicles. 
 
Therefore an improved junction design was submitted with a drop kerb site and adjacent 
dwelling access extending from the footway terminating on the southern side of Vicarage 
Lane short of the Vicarage Lane junction with The Street.  Based on the submitted access 
arrangements the give-way line for the site nursing home and adjacent existing dwelling (St 
Mary's House) would be extended allowing improved visibility for emerging vehicles from 
both accesses to approaching traffic on Vicarage Lane and The Street at the junction.  A road 
safety audit was provided based on the altered site access arrangement onto Vicarage Lane 
which identified 4 low risk problems which based on the further detail provided by the agent 
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in their designer responses were accepted for 3 problems with risks addressed.  Regarding 
the problem regarding existing utility cabinets the designer response was accepted that the 
cabinets would be retained against the boundary walls not in the middle of the footway 
obstructing visibility.  The Highway Authority further sought that plans were submitted based 
on the altered site access junction and kerb lines of the southern Vicarage Lane junction radii 
to demonstrate swept path tracking allowing for expected vehicles to pass and turn in and out 
of the site access and The Street / Vicarage Lane junction, demonstrated on plans SK106, 
and SK101.  In addition plan SK05 Rev A submitted includes tactile drop kerb pedestrian 
crossing points from the southern footway to the northern footway on Vicarage Lane and 
across The Street just north of The Street /Vicarage Lane junction for pedestrian 
connections.  Plan SK105 Rev A illustrates a realigned boundary wall and column on the east 
side of the access improving pedestrian / vehicle visibility and allowing for two-way swept 
path access through the widened site access, which has been widened as per plan 1809 
2100 Rev 5 to allow improved two-way access and egress internally. 
 
The most recent site plan 1809 2100 Rev 5 illustrates an amended and extended on site 
parking layout providing 20 new marked out parking spaces in addition to existing hard-
standing areas around the main site building which is stated to accommodate approximately 
10 existing vehicles.  Based on the TRICS assessment of similar site land uses the peak 
parking demand generated by the additional rooms would be 1-2 parking spaces. Based on 
traffic flow figures provided in Entran Technical Note 1 of inward and outward movements it is 
considered the existing nursing home generates a peak parking demand of approximately 
15-18 vehicles in any hour.  Therefore, based on additional estimated parking demand of 2 
spaces, it is considered the proposed 20 spaces illustrated on the site plan would be 
sufficient to meet the demand of the proposed additional bedrooms and alleviate existing site 
driveway, hard-standing and on-street parking demand allowing for improved access and 
manoeuvring with the widened driveway.  Therefore in conclusion and based on the above, 
no highway objection is made subject to conditions. 
 
ECOLOGY 
Gloucestershire Centre for Environmental Records has provided details of protected species 
within the vicinity.  However, it is noted that the extension would be located on an area 
currently tarmac hard-standing with a small kept grassed area and confined within the 
curtilage of the existing site.  As such, the ecological impact of the development would be 
minimal. 
 
TREES 
There are a number of mature trees on the site which will be retained.  The new extension is 
located adjacent to the existing 2-storey which forms one side of the courtyard.  The area is 
currently tarmac hard-standing with a small grassed area.  A tree survey has been carried out 
and careful consideration given to the location of the extension to avoid any encroachment 
upon the tree root protection zone. 
 
REVIEW OF CONSULTATION RESPONSES   
Letters of objection and comment have been received in response to the application and 
these are available to view on the electronic planning file. 
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The objections and comments raised have been duly noted and considered in full in the main 
body of this report. 
 
RECOMMENDATION 
Whilst the concerns and objections raised have been noted, in light of the support from the 
Local Highway Authority and the general need for care home accommodation for the elderly, 
it is considered that the proposal complies with the policies outlined. 
 
HUMAN RIGHTS 
In compiling this recommendation we have given full consideration to all aspects of the 
Human Rights Act 1998 in relation to the applicant and/or the occupiers of any neighbouring 
or affected properties.  In particular regard has been had to Article 8 of the ECHR (Right to 
Respect for private and family life) and the requirement to ensure that any interference with 
the right in this Article is both permissible and proportionate. On analysing the issues raised 
by the application no particular matters, other than those referred to in this report, warranted 
any different action to that recommended. 
 
Subject to the 
following 
conditions: 

 
 1. The development hereby permitted shall be begun before the 
 expiration of three years from the date of this permission. 
 
 Reason: 
 To comply with the requirements of Section 91 of the Town and 
 Country Planning Act 1990 as amended by Section 51 of the 
 Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004. 
 
 2. The development hereby permitted shall not be commenced until 
 the junction and footway works illustrated on SK105 Rev A are 
 provided are general accordance with the submitted plan. 
 
           Reason:   

To minimise hazards and inconvenience for users of the 
development with highway users by ensuring that there is a safe, 
suitable and secure means of access for all people that minimises 
the conflict between traffic and cyclists and pedestrians in 
accordance with the National Planning Policy Framework 
paragraph 35 and Local Plan policy CP13. 
 

 3. The building spaces hereby permitted shall not be occupied until 
the vehicular parking and turning, and widened driveway have 
been provided in accordance with the submitted plan 1809 2100 
Rev 5, and those facilities shall be maintained available for those 
purposes thereafter. 

 
 Reason:  

To ensure that a safe, suitable and secure means of access for all 
people that minimises the conflict between traffic and cyclists and 
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pedestrians is provided in accordance with the National Planning 
Policy Framework paragraph 35 and Local Plan policy CP13. 
 

 4. No development shall take place, including any works of 
demolition, until a Construction Method Statement has been 
submitted to, and approved in writing by, the local planning 
authority. The approved Statement shall be adhered to throughout 
the construction period. The Statement shall: 

 
            i.  specify the type and number of vehicles; 
            ii.  provide for the parking of vehicles of site operatives and 
  visitors; 
            iii.  provide for the loading and unloading of plant and materials; 
 
            iv.  provide for the storage of plant and materials used in  
  constructing the development; 
            v.  provide for wheel washing facilities; 
            vi.  specify the intended hours of construction operations; 
            vii.  measures to control the emission of dust and dirt during 
  construction 
 
           Reason:  
            To reduce the potential impact on the public highway and 
 accommodate the efficient delivery of goods and supplies in 
 accordance paragraph 35 of the National Planning Policy 
 Framework. 
 
 5. No works shall commence on site (other than those required by 

this condition) on the development hereby permitted until the first 
10m of the proposed widened access, including the junction with 
the existing public road and associated visibility splays, has been 
completed to surface course level. 

 
            Reason:   

To minimise hazards and inconvenience for users of the 
development by ensuring that there is a safe, suitable and secure 
means of access for all people that minimises the conflict between 
traffic and cyclists and pedestrians in accordance with the National 
Planning Policy Framework paragraph 35 and Local Plan CP13. 
 

 6. No construction site machinery or plant shall be operated, no 
process shall be carried out and no demolition or construction 
related deliveries taken at or dispatched from the site except 
between the hours 08:00 and 18:00 on Mondays to Fridays, 
between 08:00 and 13:00 on Saturdays and not at any time on 
Sundays, Bank or Public Holidays. 
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            Reason: 

To protect the amenity of the locality, especially for people living 
and/or working nearby, in accordance with Policy ES3 of the 
adopted Stroud District Local Plan, November 2015. 

 
 7. The development hereby permitted shall be carried out in all 
 respects in strict accordance with the approved plans listed below: 
 
             Site Plan Proposed of  09/04/2018 
             Plan number = 2100    Version number = 06 
 
             Proposed floor plan of  11/09/2017 
             Plan number = 2101    Version number = 03 
 
             Proposed floor plan of  11/09/2017 
             Plan number = 2102    Version number = 03 
 
             Roof plan of  11/09/2017 
             Plan number = 2103    Version number = 02 
 
             Proposed Elevations of  11/09/2017 
             Plan number = 2200    Version number = 03 
 
             Proposed Elevations of  11/09/2017 
             Plan number = 2201    Version number = 03 
 
             Section of  11/09/2017 
             Plan number = 2300    Version number = 03 
 
             Access plan of  09/04/2018 
             Plan number = SK105    Version number = A 
 
             Access plan of  09/04/2018 
             Plan number = SK106     
 
 Reason: 
 To ensure that the development is carried out in accordance with 
 the approved plans and in the interests of good planning. 
 
Informatives: 
 
1. In accordance with Article 35 (2) the Local Planning Authority have 

worked with the Applicant. The case officer was in regular contact 
with the applicant/agent and the local highway authority, acting in a 
positive and proactive manner, seeking dialogue and solutions. 
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2. The proposed development will involve works to be carried out on 
the public highway and the Applicant/Developer is required to enter 
into a legally binding Highway Works Agreement (including an 
appropriate bond) with the County Council before commencing 
those works. 

 
3. The developer will be expected to meet the full costs of supplying 

and installing the fire water supply and associated infrastructure. 
 
 4. The applicant should take all relevant precautions to minimise the 

potential for disturbance to neighbouring residents in terms of 
noise, dust, smoke/fumes and odour during the construction 
phrases of the development. This should include not working 
outside regular day time hours, the use of water suppression for 
any stone or brick cutting, not burning materials on site and 
advising neighbours in advance of any particularly noisy works. It 
should also be noted that the burning of materials that gives rise to 
dark smoke or the burning of trade waste associated with the 
development, are immediate offences, actionable via the Local 
Authority and Environment Agency respectively.  Furthermore, the 
granting of this planning permission does not indemnify against 
statutory nuisance action being taken should substantiated smoke, 
fume, noise or dust complaints be received.  For further 
information please contact Mr Dave Jackson, Environmental 
Protection Manager on 01453 754489. 

 
 


